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JASON MAYER WINS $400 H.O.R.S.E. 

Jason Mayer takes down the first mixed-game event of the Thunder Valley Circuit. 

The $400 H.O.R.S.E. event at the Thunder Valley Casino World Series of Poker Circuit just 

concluded with one player remaining - Jason Mayer. Mayer, a travel agent from Roseville, 

CA, only play poker recreationally but decided to fire a bullet in his game of choice, 

H.O.R.S.E.  

“I’m excited. Our home-games are always mixed-games so it’s exciting to get it [first ring] in 

this. We play mixed-games all the time, so it’s fun that I won the H.O.R.S.E.,” Mayer said 
after winning his first gold ring.  

The one-day event got down to a Final Table after nine hours of poker action. The first 

player to hit the rail was Paul Damato for a ninth-place finish, and Aaron Perkins joined 

him shortly after. Mayer started the Final Table with a sizeable chip-lead and was able to 

use that to his advantage as the field dwindled down. 

“I put a lot of pressure on the short stacks and continued to raise. The blinds were getting 

so big and I had plenty of chips so I was able to do that. In this game, if they don’t have it 

they will just fold. It’s insane how much you can pick up by just stealing blinds, and I was 

able to do that,” Mayer explained. 

Mayer eventually found himself heads-up against a short-stacked Larry Van Dyke, and the 

heads-up duel was over in just under thirty minutes of play. The 36-year-old from Roseville 

became the latest WSOP Circuit winner and is now heading to Las Vegas for the 
Tournament of Champions. 



 

 

The event attracted 78 players that generated a prizepool of $25,740. With the win, Mayer 

collects $7,965 and his first WSOP Circuit gold ring.

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Jason Mayer  
Nationality:  U.S 
Birthplace:    Roseville, CA 

Current Residence:   Roseville, CA 
Age:    36 
Profession:    Travel Agent
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